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Name: _______________________________________          Total Points:       /15 
 

 

Criteria Excellent 
[15–14] 

Well Done 
[13–12–11] 

Satisfactory 
[10–9–8–7] 

Unsatisfactory 
[6–5–4–3] 

Unacceptable for 
this assignment 

[2–1–0] 

Ethos. Who is talking? What are they talking about? The author 
establishes a trustworthy and knowledgeable ethos by introducing 
speakers and topic in a timely manner. She/he cites interview 
sources that are not her/his own either during or at the end of the 
essay. It is clear what the purpose of the audio essay is and why 
the author has chosen this selection of speakers. 

     

Logos. The audio essay is thoughtfully and effectively organized. 
As with a good story, the author opens on a compelling point, 
presents succeeding information in such a way that urges the 
audience to keep listening, and crafts a memorable ending. 
Author makes use of pacing between different voices and sounds 
to emphasize points, give the story a meaningful momentum, and 
engage the audience. 

     

Pathos. Through the use of personal story (or stories), description, 
music/sound and rhetorical questions, the author effectively 
engages her/his audience’s emotions. The audio essay seeks to be 
compelling and urgent on a personal, story-driven level and makes 
choices in regard to music and pacing that enhance this. 

     

Effects. Author has given considerable thought to the listening 
experience of the audio essay beyond its spoken content, choosing 
rhetorically effective/appropriate background music and/or sound 
effects. Author’s aesthetic choices reflect a clear sense of style and 
purpose regarding the type of listening experience she/he would 
like her/his audience to have. 

     

Polish. Considerable thought has gone into the overall quality of 
the audio essay. While there might be some issues with sound 
quality and some minor technical glitches, these flaws do not 
detract from the overall experience of listening to the audio essay. 
All voices are audible, and the story comes through strong. 

     


